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ABSTRACT

The d i f f e r e n t i a l conversion e lec t ron spectrum of the ( l / 2 ) isomer

of ~~^J was measured. Three lir .os were de tec ted i n the spectrum which

correspond to conversion by the (6p^ / . ) , (6p / y and 6d e lec t ron

s h e l l s of a uranium atom. The e x c i t a t i o n energy of the isomer was

determined as (76 - 2) eV.

Close to i t s ground s t a t e ( i H ) = (7/2) a U nucleus has an extremely

low—energy isomeric l eve l i n terms of nuclear sca les (I-.!""!.) = ( l / 2 ) [ l , 2 ] .

This l eve l d ischarges with a h a l f - l i f e Ti_ ~ 26 min v i a an almost completely

converted nuclear E3 transition involving the outer electron shells of a

uranium atom. The conversion electron spectrum of the (l/2) -isomer of ^J

( "u ) has been investigated several times [3-6]» However, no clear structure

was found in the spectra measured previously. Partly for this reason con-

siderable discrepancies are to be observed in the evaluated excitation energies

of ^J » I t is assumed that the conversion occurs with the aid of the

(6p.. /.) , (6p,/«) and 6d electron shells of a uranium atom. This assumption

is in need of experimental verification, and the excitation energy of the

isomer needs to be determined more precisely.

We measured the differential conversion electron spectrum of the (l/2) -

isomer of U, identified the electron shells of a uranium atom which

participate in the conversion and determined the excitation energy of the

isomeric state.
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The U samples that we investigated were prepared "by electrostatic
2^5

collection of recoil atoms generated during alpha-decay of ~" Pu» The layer

of plutonium had a thickness of ~ 25 [ig/cm and was applied by thermal

atomization in a vacuum to the inner surface of a platinum hemisphere having

a diameter of «* 80 mm. The collecting electrode — a gold foil covered on one

side Kith a thin layer of uranium tetrafluoride (UF ) - was located at the

centre of the hemisphere. The layer of UF which was deposited on the gold

foil from suspension in dehydrated methyl alcohol served as the base for the

preparation of the U' samples. The collection of recoil atoms was per-

formed in helium at a pressure of - 0,5 atm and a negative potential of - 2 fcV

with respect to the potential of the Pu layer* The *"J'U" sources prepared
2

in this way had an effective area of 1 i 5 • and an ini t ial activity of up

to 10' disintegrations per second. Monitoring of the conditions of accumula-

tion and identification of the isomer were performed by means of measurements

of i t s half-life. No "'Pu impurity was observed in the samples investigated.

The measurements of the differential conversion electron spectrum of

AT were performed on an HP 595OA electron spectrometer i_7j» "the energy-

range of which (5OG-I5OO eV) was extended by us to O--25OO eV especially for

the purpose of investigating AJ", The basic physical characteristics of

the instrument were practically unaffected by the modification* In particular,

the energy resolution of the beta spectrometer proper of the ESCA HP 5950A unit

remained at •* 0.2 eV ['']• The energy scale of the instrument was calibrated

with an accuracy of *• 0,05 eV with respect to the X—ray-electron spectra of

copper, carbon and gold which have levels with well-fcnown values of the

electron binding energy [8] . The binding energy scale of the spectrometer

was adjusted to the position of the Fermi level in the X—ray—electron spectrum

of palladium*

Measurement was performed in the 0-2500 eV energy range. The conversion

lines corresponding to the isomeric transition of " ̂ J were detected below

~ 72 eVe Figure 1 shows in the semi"logarithmic scale the full spectrum of

conversion electrons of the isoraer collected on a UF "base. This is the

result of summation of five separate measurements.

Three conversion lines can be clearly discerned in the U spectrum

against the background of the intensive t a i l of the 'zero-energy* electron

peak* The nature of these electrons is evidently conditioned by the slowing

down of the conversion electrons in the material of the sample and by

secondary electron emission. The conversion lines were identified and the
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energy of the isomeric transition (l/2) -» (7/2)"* of Û vfas determined by

comparing the conversion and X-ray electron spectra obtained for the same UP

sample. The regions of the spectra compared in the 50 eV energy window are

shown, in Pig. 2,

As can be seen from the figure, the conversion lines of ^J correspond

to within ~ 1 eV to three X-ray—electron lines of UP . According to the

results of Ref, [9], the first line of the X-ray-electron spectrum of UP.

corresponds to the excitation of the 6p. /--shell of uranium and the 2S-shell

of fluorine. The second line is associated with the excitation of the

6p^/--shell of uranium, and the third includes the excitation of the 6d7S—shell

of uranium and the 2p~shell of fluorine. This peak occurs in the wing of

the more intensive right-hand peak relating to the excitation of the Sf-

electrons of uranium. Prom the comparison of the spectra i t follows that

the conversion of the isomeric transition occurs on the (6p, /?) , (6p /_)

and 6d electron shells of a uranium atom. Conversion by means of ^f~

electrons of uranium was not observed, and participation in the conversion

of 7S-electrons is unlikely according to the data in Ref. [lO].

The isomeric transition energy was determined from the 6p^ /„ line of

uranium which corresponds to an electron binding energy of (19.0 + O.5) eV".

The energy balance during the excitation of this line in the conversion and

photoelectric effect processes may be written as follows:

B * = Tc +

h V " Tph +

* 2"̂ 5 m

where E is the excitation energy of "TJ , hv is the energy of the exciting-

X-radiation, E, . , is the electron binding energy of the excited shell, e<p is

the work function of the spectrometer material, and T and T . are the kinetic

energies of conversion electrons and photoelectrons respectively.
Prom relations (l) and (?) i t follows

E* = hv + (Tc - Tph) (3)

Use of the spectrum comparison method enables the work function ecp to be

omitted from the calculations which is advantageous as i t s precise determination
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is quite a complex problem. In our experiments the X-ray-electron spectrum

of UP was excited by monochromatized characteristic radiation of aluminium

(Alktx), the energy of which hv = 1486,6 eV, The measured difference

(T - T ) was - 1410,7 eV, Thus the energy of the isomeric transition

(l/2) "-» (7/2)" of 5r>M was determined by us to be (75.9 - 2) eV.

In the table our result is compared with the data of other authors.

Table

Ref.

[I

Present
work

Data on the energy of the transition

(1/2)+ - (7/2)- of 235U

Method of
measurement

Differential
spectrum

Experimental boundary
of the integral con-
version spectrum (eV)

Integral
conversion
electron
spectrum

70
23
30
68

.5
1
T
|

t 1

2
2

Transition
energy Remarks

75
2 3 +
30 1 2
73-5

75.9 - 2

Transition
energy
assumed on
the basis of
the boundary
energy of
the integral
spectrum

Pound from
6p /g con-

version line
of uranium
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